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Senate Uses Horse Sense
In Backing Censorship Issue

N.D, Citizens
Zero in on ABM
by KEN STEVENSON
A •; tewide meeting of North Dakota Citizens Against the ABM
wa > no Id in Fargo over the weekend. Following presentations by
Congressman George Brown (D-Calif.) and Dr. George Stanford
(Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago), the meeting was called to
order. Robert Vogel, an attorney from Bismarck, was elected
Executive Chairman. An Executive Committee of 25 members was
also elected; also including members from all sections of the state
and all professions. On the committee are four clergymen, two mem
bers from North Dakota's Indian community, anofficialfrom the Farmeiifc. Union, as well as University professors and students.

Love-Hate
The Moorhead State College
Spurs will conduct a contest on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs
day, May 5-7, in the Student
Union. It's purpose will be to
raise money for Project Con
cern, a united effort by Spurs
all over the country to improve
conditions in the p o v e r t y stricken areas of Appalachia.
On jars displayed in the Union
will be the names and pictures of
well-known Moorhead State per
sonalities, as well as famous
wprld^ figures. Students will be
requested to place a nickel in the
jar if they like the person, and a
dime if they don't like him. The
results of the project will be
reported the following week.
The Spurs urge everyone to
make a special effort to come
to the Union and participate in the
contest.

The following resolution was
passed unanimously by the
NDCAABM: "WE, citizens of
North Dakota, oppose deployment
of the Safeguard Anti-ballistic
Missile System because;
1) There is substantial scien
tific doubt as to the workability
of this system; and it will provide
little if any protection to the Uni
ted States. All the science advi
sors for the past three presi
dents and many prominent re
search officials are opposed to
the ABM system.
2) It would trigger a new round
of escalation in the arms race.
3) It would hinder negotiations
for disarmament.

ATTENTION TO ALL MATH
STUDENTS!
The next meetingof the Math
Club will be May 8, at 7:30
p.m. on the second floor of the
new classroom building. All
interested math students are
invited to attend.
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discuss the proposed ABM sys
tem.
Wednesday night will be the
central event of the week. Origi
nally, SDS had conceived of this
program as a pro-con discussion
of campus militarism at Moor
head State, but both the adminis
tration and the ROTC depart
ment refused invitations to be
part of a panel and present their
positions. Dr. Edward Estes of
the Political Science Depart
ment and SDS members will ex
plain their opposition to campus
militarism, with emphasis on
the overt examples of ROTC,
military recruiters on campus
and the draft "channeling" pro
cess. They will be open to ques
tions from the audience.
Thursday evening the FM Draft
Information Center will sponsor

to ever be published. Objec
tionable parts of "American
Scene" included a reference to
"LBJ and Mayor Dick beating
off". The use of four letter words
such as "ass" and "cock" were
also up for discussion. Dr. Glas
rud also stated that the reference
to Hubert Humphrey wanting to
be kissed was a vicious act of
libel on one of Minnesota's great
political leaders.
Sen. Roger Jung in defense of
the articles stated that other
stories have been published by
the University of Minnesota which
would be considered more li
belous than the "Convivio" ar
ticles. One of the basic argu
ments for the article was that the
political figures mentioned in the
story would not bother reading
them and bringing legal action.
The other story "Cold Cruci
fix" by Tom McConn was cited
for its use of the words "cunt"
and "tits". The author, Tom
McConn, read the story for the
benefit of the Student Senate.
The meeting was being broadcast
over KMSC.
After the readings the discus
sion centered on the censorship

MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE

5) It's enormous cost should
be directed instead to meet the
urgent social-civilian needs of
our state and nation. The ABM

Should Moorhead State College cooperate with the demands of the
military? MSC chapter of the Students for a Democratic Society will
deal with this question next week in a "Week to Confront Campus
Militarism." The six-day event will include a series of educational
programs and literature.
The tentative schedule begins with a radio program Sunday, May
5 over KMSC. SDS members will present a mixed media and dis
cussion program dealing with militarism.

Constitution Amendment
The Student Senate shall
have review power over all
senate appointments to stu
dent-faculty committees. 2/3
vote of the senate required
for dismissal. Attendance is
^ only criterion for dismis-

concerned with the financial
problems that would arise over
giving the project $10,000. Sen.
Mike Donahue suggested that the
senate use diplomacy in its ac
tions to allocate the money to
the project. Donahue feared that
large donations would cause a de
crease in student supportof Pro
ject E-Quality.
The original motion was amen
ded to $7,000 and when put to a
vote was passed with consent.
Other business conducted at the
senate meeting included discus
sion of "Convivio".Dr. Clarence
Glasrud, chairman of the English
Department, was asked to appear
at the meeting for a discussion
about "Convivio" and censor
ship. The articles from "Convi
vio" under discussion w e r e
Larry Peterson's "American
Scene" and "Cold Crucifix" by
Tom McConn. Both articles have
been censored by the English
Department for their use of "four
letter words" and "libelous"
statements.
"American Scene" was called
by Dr. Glasrud, a vicious act of
libel towards the characters por
trayed in the story. Dr. Glasrud
stated that the school was also
morally libel if such stories were

4) It increases the possibility
of accidental nuclear explosion
and fallout over North Dakota,
which is no more tolerable here
than over our major cities.

SDS vs. ROTC

Tuesday night a panel includ
ing Terrance Lamb, organizer
for the North Dakota Citizens
Against ABM, and Father Branconnier from Grand Forks will

by RICHARD GOERNDT
"I would rather have a peace
ful campus and give Project EQuality $5,000 than have no cam
pus support by giving t h e m
$10,000." This was one of the
many statements made about
Project E-Quality at the April 28
Student Senate meeting. The de
bate on Project E-Quality was
continued from the previous sen
ate meeting. At that meeting a
motion was tabled to allocate
Project E-Quality $10,000 from
the Senate budget.
Speaking on behalf of the pro
ject was Senator Roger Jung.
Mr. Jung called for the white
community to show their support
for the black community. He cited
several examples of harassment
that the black students have put
up with within the last year. He
also stated that the reality of a
black uprising is kicking us in the
face if the whites continue to hold
the black back.
Senator Tom Clark stated that
if the senators were interested
with politics and elections then
they should vote against the mo
tion, but if they were interested
in helping people they should
vote for Project E-Quality.
Many of the senators were
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Zap! 'Festival of Love'
by TOM McCONN
What is Zap?
"Zap is an oasis of fun in a
desert of wheatfields."
"Zap is a nation of youth amid
the empire of ancient farmers."
"Zap is a bed of revolution in
the cradle of conservatism."
On Saturday, May 10, an esti
mated 5,000 students will pour
into the gentle (pop. 350) north
western North Dakota commu
nity of Zap. W hat began as a joke
in the NDSU SPECTRUM h a s

Zap mayor Norman Fuchs has
grown into a national phenome
non. The April 3 SPECTRUM e x p r e s s e d c o n c e r n a b o u t t h e
story, written by then-editor Ke wide-spread publicity and fears
vin Carvell and inviting all area possible violence. Zap city attor
students to Zap, was picked up by ney John Richardson commen
the Associated Press and wired to ted, "I don't know what they'll
s u b s c r i b i n g A . P . m e m b e r s do here."
The Ad Hoc Committee for
around the country.
So far, the "Zap Story" has the Zap Picnic has tentatively
appeared in many leading papers, scheduled, among other tilings,
including the CHICAGO AMERI an International Frizbee TourCAN and the LOS ANGELES
TIMES and has been broadcast
by CBS, NBC and ABC News. Con't. on pg. 7
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Editorial —

Letters to the Editor

HITLER YOUTH
To my knowledge, no one has ever come up with a detailed definition of a militarist society, but it has been generally accepted that
Hitler's Germany would fit under this category. A number of statements, essays and books have been published showing the parallels
between the Germany of WW Hand America today, but these have been
largely ignored and the opinion "It Can't Happen Here" still prevails>

The term "Military Industrial Complex", popularized by Eisenhower's farewell address, is gaining some ground in the "respectable" community as a label for a dangerous and powerful force
controlling U.S. policy both foreign and domestic. It is time we expanded our horizons to explore the Military-Industrial-ReligiousInstitutional-Social-Bureaucratical and Educational Complex.
Of primary concern in this editorial is a small part of educational institutions* contribution to Militarism, specifically. Junior
ROTC.
One of the characteristics of Hitler's Germany that was often
mentioned as an atrocity of a Militarist society was the manipulating and indoctrinating of young boys, via the Hitler Youth. This program taught as unquestionable fact the glory and honor of subservience and obedience to military authority no matter what their commands, and made war machines out of adolescentand pre-adolescent
youths. Men from Minnesota and North Dakota towns fought and died
to stop the kind of men this indoctrination creates, and the social
order that created them.
The ROTC (Reserve Officer Training Corps) Revitalization Act of
1964 started a program with a combination of subtlety and magnitude
that makes the Hitler youth look like a boy scout troop. Within one
year of its passage, about245programs were initiated in high schools
across America, enrolling 60,000 high school students. Although the
indoctrination called "Patriotism" in American society was already
strong enough to get most starry-eyed students to "volunteer" (as in
Germany) some of the programs were openly compulsory. (Further,
most students were not really volunteering as much as they were
1
iC^that the draft would get them sooner or later anyway.) By
19 1, 1200 junior units are planned under this act.
mong the high schools currently planning to start a junior ROTC
program are both North and South Fargo high schools. Once again
community people are seduced into compliance with an enormous
and vicious military system. Most people envision a military society
as one which blatently and bodily oppresses citizens at gun-point.
We need only look at Chicago and the campuses across the country
to see that this is already present in the United States. But we must
also see that Hitler, as the U.S., did not have the masses of people
at gun-point, they elected him! They were so seduced by his cries
for law and order (1932 election campaign speech) that they backed
his unjust, random and murderous oppression. In a similar way, the
American people, under the guise of law and order and patriotism
(another one of Hitler's favorite devices), think they are doing the
right thing by supporting our growing military power structure and
ind°ctrinatl0n programs.
here is no room here to expand on the other parallels between
the Germany of WWII and America today, except to say that in
America our oppression is much more subtle. We have genocide,
but we either call it riot control or the Vietnam War; we have political prisoners but we call them foreign sympathizers; we throw
just and moral men in jail, even church men, but we call them
Draft resistors; we have compulsory military service but in the
mime of "freedom"; we have manipulation of man power but call
it Selective Service; we indoctrinate military inductees to shout
"Kill, Kill, Kill" while sitting in chapel (Camp Pendleton, San
Diego, Calif.) but we call it training and good discipline. We even
have concetration camps from WW II being reconditioned in California (Life Magazine) and already the San Francisco area has
ROTC in Junior high schools.
Look at the picture of a high school ROTC unit adjacent to this
editorial. Can you see your own son or brother? Can you see yourself as the old man or woman standing in the background? Next
a you can take a picture like this in Fargo high schools!
D. Brawthen
WW
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To the Editor:
On the front page of the FARGO FORUM a few days ago, there
printed these words: "Dille Condemns Rascists". The President must
have had constructive intentions when he allowed this to be printed,
but he was defeating his purpose. He must realize that this is exactly
W^Vfie
are doing,
, n a"^ uman eing thinks that he has the authority to condemn
an° er'
e.resi! *
^ seParatism and hatred,
imagine
e reaction to "Dille Loves and Accepts Ras.
C1.^ ; " wo". scr®w peoPle UP- Many People today would t~ lost
a*f' envy' or revenge. Jesus Christ didn't say
™ °u, Som,^.
a11 of those things about love to get his name in the Bible.
me** R* Fawbush, Student
oorhead State College,
——————————————
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many more in demand. The second issue is now at the printers, and
^ter^ ^ deliVered and distributed by
end of the spring
r<C
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^commended that no funds be allocated
tn vnrAp
.
1969-70, and has thus in effect abolished the magaZir!e/
^ j
... .
.. beReve that many students like the NOGARD, and would like to see
! n™Ue ' . therefore ask that every student who would like
1
,
,RU 1S, e next >ear as well, write a letter to the Student
Senate asking that the Senate reconsider the request, and allocate
^unds ^or ^be magazine.
Se
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visor, NOGARD
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To the Editor:
Today while I was eating lunch, members of Students for a Democratic Society were passing out their statement supporting black
students. It disturbed me very much, and I decided that I could not
live peaceably with myself until I expressed my opinion,
I, too, support the black student. It has not been my experience
to learn to know all the black students on campus but of the ones
I do know, I like some and don't like others.
I, too, believe in equal rights. But here my similarities with
members of SDS seem to end. Yes, I believe in equal rights, but
I don't believe in over-compensation as the SDS statement seems
to suggest their members do. I don't believe in a condescending attitude towards the three students arrested in the Snarr Hall incident. Certainly they were provoked. Certainly they are often frustrated by fellow students' remarks, attitudes, and behavior toward
them. But does this give them the right to pull a gun?
Being a member of the human race with noticeably different
physical characteristics than those of the majority, I feel I can
somewhat understand the frustrations caused these students by
certain remarks, attitudes and behavior directed toward them. I
am frustrated by these things too, although I'd be the first to admit that they aren't nearly so severe, so hostile, toward me as
toward my black brothers.
Members of my group, those with physical defects, are no
longer "taken out of their misery' ' or put away in institutions
never to be heard of again. Rather, many of us are in the public
eye; more and more of us are, along with the rest of the world,
discovering that we can be useful to society and can lead worthwhile lives. But don't kid yourselves: many of us are still frustrated by those who wish to make it "easy" for us by overcompensating for our inadequacies and/or by those who deal with us in a condescending manner.
This seems to be what the SDS wants for the black student now.
And, no doubt, some black students may also think that this is
what they want for themselves. But is it?
Life sometimes becomes very lonely and confining because of
the over-compensating, condescending attitudes of people. Of the
one to whom these attitudes are directed does not have the opportunity to carry on an intelligent conversation because, after all, the
one doing the condescending is "lowering himself" to the level of
the pre-judged inferior person. Or one is attributed with what often
seem
to be super-human
qualities— courage, an extra amount of for. ,
.
...
titude, super-intelligence, or an extra amount of musical ability. In
this way, the ones discriminated against or stigmatized are neatly
put on a pedestal or in a category where they can be admired but
don.t have to be touched or dealt with. Is this the kind of discrimination the black student wants for himself?
^ feel that the two examples of discrimination cited above tax
self-esteem and ego-strength just as surely, if not more so, as
overt, hostile behavior. In the overt type of
discrimination,* the vic'
tim has something to fight against, or to fight for. In the covert,
however, the victim is very frustrated because the thing against
which he is fighting is so well hidden or disguised that sometimes
even the discriminator does not know the true nature of his behavior.
Is this not the type of discrimination the Students for a Democratic Society are showing in their statement supporting black
students? Were not the three students arrested in the Snarr Hall
incident breaking their board and room contracts by even having
guns in their rooms? What if these three students had been white
rather than black? Would the situation have been handled differently? I do not feel that black students should be given special consideration on the basis that now they should be allowed to take full
revenge without the consequences. Two wrongs do not make a right.
I do not know how the administration should handle this situation,
and I would not venture to tell them except to strongly suggest that
they do not use the devious and degrading devices of over-compensation and condescendence,
Audrey Benson
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On ROTC
by JOAN PRIMEAU
Reserve Officers' Training
Corps (ROTC) has only been
present on the MSC campus since
1968. Previously those who real
ly wanted to participate jw| to
commute to
NDSU's pn^Rm.
Interestingly enough, President
Dille instituted ROTC at MSC
without the assent of the stu
dent senate, faculty senate, or
any faculty-student committee.
ROTC is not so old nationally.
The Land Grant (Merrill) Act of
1862 provided money for state
colleges, where, along with "me
chanic" and agricultural sub
jects, courses in "military tac
tics" would be offered. But not
until 1916, when the National
Defense Act set up Reserve Of
ficers' Training Corps, making
that program available to private
as well as state colleges, was
any standardization of course
material set up.
By the mid-1920's ROTC had
taken root so vigorously that a
number of liberal educators, among them John Dewey, estab
lished the Committee on Mili
tarism in Education. By the
mid-1930's this committ^L had
caused 17 colleges to^Pher
change from a compulsory to a
volutary system or to drop
ROTC altogether.
Today ROTC's purpose is less
to instill discipline, patriotism,
and clean living in its cadets
and more to provide the offi
cers necessary for the Ameri
can military forces. According
to the New York Times, ROTC
supplies 50% Army, 35% Navy,
and 30% Air Force officers. Says
Colonel Pell of Harvard's Army
ROTC Department, "About45%of
all Army officers currently on
active duty are ROTC graduates;
65% of our first lieutenants and
85% of our second lieutenants
come from the ROTC program."
With the protraction of a war
such as the one we are waging
in Vietnam, questions begin to
arise about the uses to which
American military mightis being
put. Today the United States
has sufficient forces at its dis
posal to carry out a foreign pol
icy which includes a Vietnam;
training for, and actual partici
pation in, counter-insurgency in
Latin America; and an extensive
troop buildup in Thailand.
These are not just freakBPincidents in our foreign policy ei
ther. Even government policy
makers viewed Vietnam - as
they view military involvement
in Latin America and Thailand
- as being in the national in
terest. The United States may
claim it wants to get out of
Vietnam today—if it can dictate
its own terms—butbeingamessy
little war does not decrease Viet
nam's significance to American
interests at its inception.
But bringing it back to the
campus: the primary objection
to ROTC is that it provides the
military with a steady supply of
officers—a large supply for a
large standing army—which al
lows the United States to pur
sue its imperialistic ventures all
over the world. The campus is
therefore being used by the mil
itary for its own destructive
ends.
ROTC is also unrelated, in
deed opposed, to the values for
which the campus community
supposedly stands. ROT(|^istruction does not engage^o a
search for truth, it does not
investigate ideas, nor encourage
dialogue. Its purpose is rather
to train its cadets in modern
wa rfa re,
counter - i ns urgency,
and history from a militaristic
point of view.
Con11. on pg. 3
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ROTC from p g . 2
Not that the campus is or
should be removed from the con
flicts of the real world. The
campus always has functioned in
accord with the dominant ideol
ogy of society. And with ROTC
and ^tefense contracts the college.^Pre in fact serving the
worst aspects of that ideology.
No individual nor any college
community can claim neutrality,
for by being neutral or apol
itical, they actually perpetuate
the status quo.
ROTC is an instrument of U.S.
Armed Forces engaged in a war
against the Vietnamese people.
It is also closely linked with a
foreign policy which regards a
Vietnam to be in this nation's
interest. The campus must op-

To th. Editor:
I read the MISTIC this afternoon, and it was mostly concerned
with the incident that happened in Snarr Hall, April 17, on the
MSC campus between a group of black and white students. Most
of the articles were in favor of the black students, or opposed to
the black students. One particular letter was "Another Whitey
Speaks." This letter stated a very simplified way of discussing
a matter of great complexity. Actually the person who wrote that
letter has a philosophy that could cause this country to go into a
more complex state of conflict so that the crises of black and white
would end up in a bloody revolution.
This way of thinking is not only out of date, but it is completely
barbarous. This kind of person is keeping our society from moving
into a greater degree of human dignity. It has been said that when
a society solves a problem, that society moves on to a more ad
vanced level. We in America cannot let simple-minded, foolish
thinking hinder us from reaching toward the great perfection that
all mankind seeks: the brotherhood of all people. We are looking
forward to the day when we can inhabit this planet Earth in peace...
toward the day when all individuals are educated to the extent that
they can look upon people and not color.

On The Spoty

„ j-

DAVE BJORNSTAD

by DAVE BJORNSTAD
JOE JORLAND

Charles is gone, or so it seems. Students of history will remem
ber De Gaulle's other departures. During the last seige of France,
"King" Charles beat a hasty, but tactful retreat to England, where
upon his own authority, he set up a government in exile, heedless of
the fact that Free France was still being governed by Marshall Petain at Vichy. After winning the war, De Gaulle returned triumphant
to France and became, in truth, the head of the French government.
Dismayed by the fact that the constitution of 1946 failed to provide
"sufficient powers" to the executive, De Gaulle resigned....the second
departure.
After attempting a come back in 1947,'51, and *56, Charles was re
Con't. on pg. 8
turned to power in 1958 on the condition that he enjoy omnipotent
powers for six months. The constitution of the 5th Republic, which
incidentally De Gaulle drew up, extended those powers until present
Conduct Committee
days. Let not those non-believers assume that the man who changed
S t a t e m e n t April 17
the national slogan of France to "Liberty, Equality,Senility" be mis
taken, De Gaulle could again return. Even now, rumors are circulat
The Snarr Hall incidentof April ing on the "grapevine" that a government in obstencia at Harvard is
232-2008
17 is currently under investiga in search of such a leader; another "coming" seems imminent.
tion by the Student Conduct Com (Contrary to popular messionic belief, Charles does not walk on water
mittee. The delay in this case is nor does his birthday fall in the month of December.)
Let those who take exception to the actions of President Dille, take
made because action taken by the
Student Conduct Committee may note of the recent occurances at Cornell U. The president of that in-tend to prejudice civil court ac stitution, upon reaching an agreement with student militants, found
tion. The final resolution will be himself faced with a faculty vote of no confidence. Upon his resigna
made pending a civil court deci- tion, new strikes were called by students. As of this writing, the Cor
nell faculty suddenly has regained its confidence, and the president has
sion.
returned to the helm.

Con't. on pg. 4

Wimmer's Jewelry
610 - Main
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The situation at Stanford U. is similar. Following student protests
arising over military research being conducted at that institution,
General Reaga n offered National Guardsmen with fixed bayonets to
soothe relations between the dissident parties. The U's captain ex
plained to the general where he could place his bayonets and the con
frontation was resolved without the use of any "Weekend Warriors".

SUPPORT
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ADVERTISERS!

Bolivia's "Flying Dictator", Renae Barrientos, met with a fatal
misfortune this past Sunday while undoubtedly enroute to church ser
vices. The CIA should be saddened by the loss of a fine diplomat. No
doubt the new president, Siles-Salinas, will make a fine replacement
and will respond admirably to the call of diplomacy. Where is Che
now that the door is slightly ajar?

OTIYOTTS
Perfect symbol
of the love you share

CollegeMaster is Number 1

Being with each other, doing things together ... know
ing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
will be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement
ring. If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag„
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection ... He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detail.®Trade-mark reg.
A. H. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892.
REGISTERED

Keepsake8
DIAMOND

RINGS

, HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I
I
I

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

| NameAddress.

I

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

pty.

Madsen's Jewelry
Home of Keepsake Diamonds
521 1st Ave. N. - Fargo, N.D.

Your MSC Agents Are:

Al Nelson
and
U/aijne Mc Fartand
CollegeMaster is the most popular life
insurance plan on the MSC campus, and in the
United States for college men.
There Has to Be

Reason!!

For full information on this excellent policy
call Al or Wayne at 236-9025

I

State.

G.S . Kostyuk, a prominent Russian psychologist, notes that
Soviet boys are becoming more effiminate. He traces the blame
for this phenomenen to the dearth of male influence during the
early school years. Female teachers greatly outnumber male tea
chers in that country. A similar parallel might be drawn with MSC
women when one considers the ratio of male to female faculty
members at this institution.

.Zip.

Brooks Jewelry
HOLIDAY MALL

Dial 233-3190
Moorhead/ Minn.
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Honors Convo Maij 9
As an experimental measure,
this year's Honors Convocation
will be held from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
on Friday, May 9. In the past,
these convocations have been held
in the evening, but according to
Dr. Joseph Miller, a member of
the committee which planned the
convocation, holding the program
during the day will encourage
attendance by parents and will
enable them to tour the campus
during their stay.
As in the past, students with
GPA's of 3.75 to 4.0 will receive
special honors. They will be pre
sented with a certificate by Pre

sident Dille. Students with grades
of 3.50 to 3.74 will receive ho
nors, and will be introduced indi
vidually to the audience by Dr.
William Treumann, Associate
Dean of Academic Affairs. Those
students whose grades have been
above 3.25 will have their names
listed on the program.
Entertainment will be provided
by the MSC Orchestra Trio, who
will play the processional and re
cessional, and by the MSC concert
choir, who will sing two numbers
by Brahms. Robert Keyser,
assistant professor of anthro
pology, will be the guest spea-
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ROTC from pg. 3
pose this policy on its home
ground. ROTC certainly brings
it all back home— and the col
lege must refuse to let it remain,
not even without credit.
ker. His speech will deal with
the relationship of the student to
the college community.
Various scholarships will be
presented at the convocation, in
cluding the Alumni Scholarship,
which stresses participation in
extra-curricular activities as
well as scholastic achievement,
and the Lions scholarships which
go to the highest ranking manand
woman in each of the four grade
levels. Other awards will also be
made.

Alpha Delta

NOTICES must be received by 10 a.m. the Monday prior to pub
lication and should be sent to Official Bulletin, Registrar's Offic«
MacLean. Except for certain notices of unusual campus-wide i
portance, they will be printed only once.
STUDENTS: Pre-registrataon for Fall Quarter will follow semi«
mail procedures. The following deadlines have been set:
The Epsilon Alpha chapter of
May 8 - Schedules and registration forms available to s
the Alpha Delta Pi sorority has
in Registrar's Office.
announced that it has three new
May 8-16 - Students meet with advisors to select progra
spring quarter pledges as of AAdvisors will have appointment schedules posted on their of
pril 22, 1969.
doors. BE SURE TO GET ADVISORS SIGNATURE ON
The new pledges are: Doro
SIDE OF IBM REGISTRATION CARD.
thy Schultz, a junior from Fargo
May 8-June 10 - Completed fall registration forms
majoring in elementary educa
in to Registrar's (Office.
*1
|
tion, Ginger Kolp, sophomore
May 15-16 - Fre-reglstration tor Summer
majoring in speech-pathology
F'rick gym for students currently in attendance.
from Glenwood, Minnesota, and
July - Clerks will be pulling class cards IN THE ORDER
Kathleen Ramsey, freshman from
WHICH REGISTRATION CARDS WERE TURNED IN (Seniors first, Twin Valley, Minnesota.
etc.).
At present, the Alpha Delta Pi
July & Early Aug, - Notification of conflicts will be sent by mail sorority has approximately 40
as soon as possible so that they may be resolved by Sept. 12. members on the MSC campus.
Aug. 4-19 - Pre-registration for new entering freshmen.
Aug. 25-29 - Bills will be sent to those who do not have con
flicts. Fees must be paid by Sept. 12 to complete the pre-registration process.
Students, including freshmen, who wish to change advisors may
(to so by completing a Change of Advisor Form available in the Re-

Pi Pledges

33rd
Annual Songfest
Once again spring ushers in
the Sigma Tau Gamma Songfest.
On May 16th and 17th, the 33rd
annual songfest will go into pro
duction at 7:30 p.m.
"Jake" Jacobson and Neal
Eriksmoen, co-chairmer a r e
looking forward to a rousing
assortment of musical acts based
on the theme...."It's Not Un~
usual
"
In 1935 the Sig Tau's initia
ted Songfest and have sponsored
the event annually with the ex
ception of the war years,1944-46.
All campus organizations are en
couraged to participate and the
proceeds are contributed to a
freshman scholarship fund.
Every Songfest provides the
audience with a special treat.
Last year the Owls presented a
crowd pleasing Irish skit — com
plete with synchronized chorus
line!

This year is no different. The
official masters of ceremony will
be Dennis Romanini and ^Uidy
Pernini, a band has beer^^itatively scheduled, and the orga
nizations have already begun pre
paring for the festivities. The
lucky winners will receive their
trophies from the Sigma Tau
Gamma Sweetheart, Maureen
Cullen.
If you want to be included in
the spontaneity, buy your tickets
at the door. Songfest '69 promi=
ses to be an exciting, fun-filled
production!
Anyone interested in audition
ing for the continuity acts are
urged to contact Jacobsen or
Eriksmoen at 235-6540.
MISTIC STAFF
MEETING FRIDAY
6:30 P.M.

Fargo-Moorhead's
Complete Cleaners

TOK€

A

Shirt laundry

Drycleaning

III 8 t h S t . S . - M o o r h e a d

COIN LAUNDRY
K-MART PLAZA
Dail 232-4466

FARGO

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

5x7 COLOR

CLA35

OF

1969,
1970, 1971,
or 1972

ENLARGEMENT
from

KMFT

(LIMITED TIME)

When you bring in your next
roll for finishing by KOTA
KRAFT, bring in your fav
orite negative. The coupon
below entitles you to a FREE
5x7 oolor enlargement!

PLEASE NOTE:
We are taking orders for the Moorhead State
College Class Ring.

COUPON
% When you bring in a roll of film
f o r f i n i s h i n g b y u K O T A KRAFT, b r i n g
this coupon along with your favorite
negative. It's good for one 5x7 color
enlargement of that negative! This
offer is limited . . . so hurry!

We also have a miniature of this ring available
for the Co-Eds.
4 Week delivery date. No extra charge for back
dates.
Come in and see our samples today.

AUTHORIZED

S KMFT

PHOTOFINISHING DEALER

THE BOOKSTORE
REMEMBER T H E DAY IN P I C T U R E S

on

arltnson s

jewelers & (^silversmiths
FOURTH STREET AT CENTER AVENUE

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA
OPEN FRIDAY EVENING TIL 9
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New Dylan:
"Tonight I'll Be Staying Here with You"
by JEROME CLARK
So the world is exploding with war and revolution and racial
conflict and one thinks of a song from the old labor movement:
"Which side are you on,boys^ Which side are you on?" Or some
of us, too young to have known the Great Depression, remember
what a radical young poet sang just a few years ago, about how the
times they are a-changin': "The line is drawn/The curse it is
cast."

Play is Below Par
by GREG OLSON
Last Saturday night wasn't the apex of my short tenure as a
theater reviewer. Nor was it a night to remember for the cast of
HALFWAY UP THE TREE.
I was mildly amused at what the play presented in terms of humor
and the content of the play was interesting in spots. Much of the
humor was aimed at different age groups causing small, sporadic
snickers at different times, with robust laughter by all at the more
obvious comments, thus making the play very uneven.
I feel the play's message of the generation gap missed its point.
The play started out strong in the first act, and faltered during
the second act. This was due more to the tackiness of the script
than anything else, but wasn't helped much by the below par perfor
mances of the cast.
In the third act the play was "saved" by the entrance of the vicar
and ended on a somewhat happy note.
Mike Kolba, as Fitzbuttress, was below average in this role,
although he did turn in a credible and good performance. His British
accent was good and he played his part well enqugh.
Mary Jean Feton was mildly amusing as the scatter-brained wife
of Fitzbuttress. She performed her part well, but she too is cap
able of much better.

C o n ' t . on p g . 6

The poet, of course, was
Bob Dylan. They still sing his
songs, we are given to under
stand, right there along the bar=
ricades — at Resurrection City,
at Columbia University, in the
streets of Chicago. Meanwhile,
in an interview in SING OUT!
the new Dylan refuses to come
out against the war. "People
just have their views, you
know," he says.
Ah, well. On the cover of
NASHVILLE SKYLINE, his la
test album, Dylan is grinning.
GRINNING. (Remember the
scowls on his other records?)
And he's holding up a guitar
presented him by a certain Ge
orge Harrison of the Beatles,
who not too long ago released
a gem entitled "Revolution."
"You can count me out," it says.
SKYLINE is happy, simple,
even at times ludicrous ("I have
heard rumors all over town/
They say that you're planning to
put me down"). The melodies
are uncomplicated and the back
ing is country-western, and the
songs are all on the order of
"Down Along the Cove" and "I'll
11 Be Your Baby Tonight" from
JOHN WESLEY HARDING.
They are also highly sexual,
as is much of traditional coun
try-folk and country-western

NOW SHOWING AT CINEMA 70
MGM presents a George Englund production

A modern-day story
of faith, courage,
and intrigue!

THE
SHOES
OF THE
FISHERMAN

music. They range from the
obvious ("Lay Lady Lay") to
the slightly less obvious ("Coun
try Pie," a cheerfully gross
piece that could well be in an
swer to the Morris Brothers'
classic "Salty Dog"). Dylan
is evidently calling for a return
to the basic pleasures, in which
love and sex are paramount, and
consciously
relinquishing his
role as social critic.
And we wonder why Dylan,
long one of the major spokes
man of the Cause, has sudden
ly assumed what can only be
termed a counter-revolutionary
stance.
He feels, apparently, that he
has no choice. He told us as
much in "I'll Be Your Baby
Tonight," the last song on Har
ding, where he announces that,
as the end ("tonight" — see
"Desolation Row" on HIGHWAY
61 REVISITED) draws near, he
will be one with the masses of
ignorant humanity, the very ones
he had fought so hard and so
bitterly.
In case there were some (and
there were some, like me) who
thought he was joking, Dylan did
NASHVILLE SKYLINE, choosing
country-western music as a ve
hicle for his commentary, since
C&W is the favored music of the
lames. ("Those Grand Ole Opry

people are behind me one-hun
dred per cent," George Wallace
once related to an interviewer,
and during his Presidential cam
paign he always had a hillbilly
band with him to entertain his
legions.)
Not that Dylan necessarily
WANTS to ally himself with these
elements, understand, but he has
managed to convince himself that
the country has degenerated so
far that reform is hopeless and
ridicule pointless. Now, he sug
gests, why alienate ourselves?
Find common cause in our hu
manity and stand together when
the world explodes, as now it
inevitably must. The night is
here, and the night is made for
loving.
Which brings us to "Tonight
I'll Be Staying Here with You,"
the last — and most significant
— song on the album. Note the
similarity, even in title, to the
final song on HARDING, referred
to above.
"Throw my ticket out the win
dow/ Throw my suitcase out
there too/ Throw my troubles
out the door/ I don't need them
anymore/ Because tonight I'll
be staying here with you." Dy
lan, tired of battle, embraces
his former enemies.

C o n ' t . on p g . 6

Anthony Quinn • Oskar Werner
David Janssen • Vittorio De Sica
Leo McKern - Sir John Gielgud
Barbara Jefford • Rosemarie Dexter

Laurence Olivier

sceenpiav by John Patrick and James Kennaway baseo on tne novel t>y Moms i_ west
directed by MlCh3£l And6fS0n • produced b Ge0fg6 Englund
Panavision and Metrocolor
MGM
v

70 WW

Phone 237-0022
1 mile South of 1-94 on US-81

Schedule of Performances and Prices
Sun.-Thurs. - 8:00
$2.25
Fri.-Sat. - 8:00
$2.50
Sat.-Sun. Mat. - 2:00
$2.25
Phone for tickets or buy them at the
door.

"A series of terrifying and funny
confrontations with wifemurderers, gamblers, perverts,
prostitutes, pimps and
innocents played by a
rare assortment of
professionals including Rip
Torn and Beverly Benf ley and
amateurs like George
Plimpton, Jank Richardson,
Michael McClure, Edward
Boneftfi and PeterRosoff...
BEYOND THE LAW is fust about
everything that THE DETECTIVE

Live below your means.
If you'd like to get around the high cost of living, we have
a suggestion:
Cut down on the high cost of getting around.
And buy a Volkswagen. It's only $1998.
That's around $1200 less than the average amount paid for
a new car today (Leave it in the bank. More's coming.)
A VW saves you hundreds of dollars on upkeep over the
years.
It takes pints, not quarts, of oil.
Not one iota of antifreeze.
And it gets about 27 miles to the gallon. The average car
(thirsty devil that it is) only gets 14.
So the more you drive a VolKSwagen, the more you save.
And chances are, you'll drive it for years and years. (Since
we never change the style, a VW never goes out of style.)
Of course, a VW's not much to look at. So a lot of people
buy a big flashy car just to save face.
Try putting that in the bank.

W a s n ' t . " - V I N C E N T CANBY, N.Y. TIMES

MAY 11-18
8:30 P.M.
CMU BALLROOM
Admission $1.00 In Advance
$1.25 At The Door

A Film by NORMAN MAILER

TTTYTYi^

presented by Grove Press

Slltnjs Hutoljaug, Snt.
VOLKSWAGEN 8. MERCEDES-BENZ SALES 8. SERVICE
3405 WEST MAIN - BOX 829
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
58102
Phone 235-6608

//

Advance Ticket Sales Start Monday, May, 5

Bug" out to ZAP
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Olson Review Con't. from pg. 6
The pair's hippie son, Robert, played by Doug Hamilton, didn't
come off. I think a part of the fault lies not within his talent as an
actor, but again with the script.
The Fitzbuttress' other offspring, Judy, didn't seem like the mod
jetsetter as she was billed in early press releases. I really have no
opinion of the character except that Becky Lundahl did do a competent
job.
One character I was very pleased with was that of the Vicar,
played by Jerry VerDorn. He didn't make the scene until the third
act, but did so very favorably. He seemed to be like every old vicar
I've seen on T.V. Elderly, godly, a wry sense of humor, somewhat
naive, and an all-around decent chap.

Tree Gets the Ax
by JEROME CLARK
(What follows is not a review of the cast's performance but of the
play itself.)
HALFWAY UP THE TREE was a bomb. Dull, irrelevant, wrongheaded and even dangerous, it was one of the worst plays the MSC
Drama Department has presented in recent years.
I suppose that whoever chose this dud had good intentions. After
all, it's about the "generation gap", which TIME periodically
honors with a cover story (surely proof of its importance to our
times), one of its characters is a hippie-New Leftist-musician all
in one, and besides that it's got sex, an ex-soldier, and Mother.
The hero, a retired general who one suspects is rapidly approach
ing senility (if he is not already there) and whom the play treats
with unreserved sympathy, has just returned from Malaysia, where
by his own admission he has spent four years torturing Communist
guerillas. He, I repeat, is the hero — the one who knows it all,
who's able to cut through the crap.
The crap being a son who's turned hippie in his father's absence.
Who doesn't dig war, or the suppression by colonial powers of rev
olutionary nationalist movements, whether in Malaysia or Vietnam.
Who questions the hypocritical workings of Anglo-American civ
ilization. Naturally he's portrayed as a complete ass.
The audience, of course, loved it.
Toward the end, when the son has been safely assimilated back
into middle class convention (though I didn't quite get why his hair
was brown before he cut it and black afterwards — maybe this has
some symbolic significance which I missed), we get a few token
now - he's - doing - exactly - what - he - really - wants - to - do,
namely put on a suit and marry the nymphomaniac housemaid.
I should imagine that this is the kind of entertainment which
sustains for the moment a dying culture, a dying nation, a daying
sense of moral decency. The real villains, we are led to believe,
are not the oppressors but those who rebel against them in the
name of individual freedom. Every day we're assurred that vi=
olence in Vietnam, involving the incineration of a whole country,
is necessary and just, while violence on campus, always very minor
and always directed toward stopping the campus' complicity with
infinitely greater violence, is condemned as the work of mental
cases and drug addicts (that's how Humphrey characterized student
dissenters last week at Concordia).
In HALFWAY UP THE TREE oppressors triumph and ob
viously we're supposed to approve. It is incredible that HALFWAY,
a vicious anti-youth polemic, should have been chosen — and ac
cepted — as suitable entertainment for a young audience.
But maybe it was meant to be that way. Maybe this is what
"art" comes down to in these latter days: demoralization. De
moralize the young, our perhaps-not-so-hypothetical Ministry of
Truth orders, and ridicule and misrepresent those who see too
clearly what is happening. And then, when they're suitably un
questioning and complacent, march them off in legions around the
world to practice genocide on those too blind to know what freedom
really means.

"When that steam whistle blows/
Terry Goldman, Lesley, the hippie girlfriend, was indeed far-out. I'll give you everything I've got
I was somewhat disappointed by the Norwegian maid, especially her to give/ And 1 hope that you re
accent. The rest of the supporting players were good in their roles. ceive it well..."
It was an evening that was entertaining, but one play which was
This verse goes into a series
not as good as I have seen the Theater Department perform. of railroad images, tying it in
with earlier Dylan songs (es~
pecially "Memphis Blues Again"
on BLONDE ON BLONDE) and
also with innumerable folk and
C&W ballads, the train here prob
by ERIC B. PELTONIEMI
that buzzed in Bb while the or ably a symbol of ethnic aware
Needless to say, the Minne chestra was to play in C, the or ness. Folk songs are full
sota Orchestra's performance chestra after intermission began of stories about men boarding,
w a s a n e x c i t i n g o n e . O v e r t h e Beethoven's SYMPHONY NO. 7 leaving, seeing, hearing or even
years they have consistently IN A MAJOR, OPUS 92. The per dying in trains, and usually the
shown themselves to be one of the formance was superb. The work train DETERMINES IN SOME
finest symphony orchestras in the seemed to take your mind off of WAY THE DIRECTION OF THE
United States and their perfor the hard seats the audience sat SINGER'S LIFE. In the Carter
mance here was an example of on, and put somewhere else. The Family's "Lonesome Pine Spe
second and fourth movements cial," to cite one example of
this.
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, the were the ones that stuck in my many, the train carries the nar
rator back home, away from
conductor, recently wrote an or mind.
After such a fine concert the fear, loneliness and a reality he
chestrated version of Bach's TO
can no longer confront.
CCATA AND FUGUE IN D MI audience naturally asked for
"If there's a poor boy on the
NOR, and it was with this piece more, and after many bows from
street/
Then let him have my
the
stage
they
received
a
light
the orchestra opened their prog
ram. As the notes explains,Skro- and beautiful piece Haydn wrote seat." This is really a fanwaczewski's adaption to or for strings. And then it was all Con't. on pg. 8
chestra of this piece is merely a over, and everyone went home to
translation, and unlike other or think about either the beauty of
chestral adaptions, does not add the orchestra or what the school
HUNGRY
flourishes and frills to the piece. is missing most weekends of the
It was a wonderful beginning to year.
N DOWNTOWN FARGO?
the evening.
The second number was an Dylan
interesting one indeed, and I Ccn't. from pg . 6
sensed that it took many liste
When he says he "should have
ners off their guard, especially
left this town this morning," he 6:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Weekdays
after the traditionally-oriented
means that he should have stop 6:30 a.m.-2 p.m., Weekends
Bach piece. It was composed
ped
his exploration of folk con
three years ago by Polish com
•
poser Witold Lutoslawski, and is sciousness long before, because
Sample
Our
modern in styling. One theme this is where it had to lead him.
Tremendously Varied Menu
"For
your
love
comes
on
so
found at least once in the work,
is a drone-like sound started by strong/" — temptation, the easy
the double basses, which even complacency, is too powerful
tually moves through the entire "And I waited all day long/",
string section. The whole piece i.e., ever since he began to ex=
4.
had an almost hallucinatory ef amine the soul of America, "For
PANCAKE
HOUSE
tonight
when
I'll
be
staying
here
fect if the listener would listen
w ith his eyes closed. The Minne with you." And here he is, right
sota Orchestra introduced this where America is at. "You cast
Your Hosts—
piece in this country. Though it your spell/ And 1 went under
it."
may have been too "new" for
Jiggs and Gracie Clark
"I can hear that whistle blow~
some listeners, I think most
everyone enjoyed it. In a few ing." Really? Remember "Dear
209 Broadway — Fargo
from HARDING:
years, I am sure everyone will Landlord"
a g r e e . Lutoslawski's SYM
PHONY NO. 2. is a grand com
position, and those who saw it
here will remember the Minne
sota Orchestra's performance.
Despite problems with a light

Minn. Orchestra Exciting

Head for Perkins!
•

RICH VIKTORA
\HT REBERG
BEX HERMANSOX

F-M BARBERSHOP
16 - 4th St. South,
Moorhead — 233-5101
Appointment if desired weekdays

New

McDonald's
BigMac
From $100

HIBISCUS $350 TO 1250
WEDDING RING 200

u/Lte //f

REGISTERED

Keepsake
DIAMOND

RINGS

Free replacement is
guaranteed for any
Keepsake diamond lost
from its setting within
one year of purchase.

Terms for Students

Madsen's Jewelry
Home of Keepsake Diamonds
621 1st Ave. X. - Fargo, X.D.

Rings enlarged to show detail. Trade-Mark Reg.

for those with intentions matrimony. One the simple,
classic solitaire - the others illuminated with small

A meal disguised as a sandwich.
This is McDonald's new Big Mac Sandwich.
It's two patties of pure, lean beef. Cheddar-blend
melty cheese. Crisp, fresh lettuce. Slices of tangy
pickle. And drenched in McDonald's own special
gourmet sauce. All on a club-style sesame seed bun.
/~v p
Now bring us a bigger than
average appetite. We're ready.
McDonald's is your kind of place.

diamonds in both the engagement and wedding rings
all are perfectly matched. Eighteen karat white gold.

[[ yjj \\

2424 South University Drive
Fargo, North Dakota

JEWELERS
64 Broadway
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ZAP: The New Lauderdale
Nortn," and appeals to students
to come together to "just groove
with one another." It calls the
Zap picnic a "Grand Festival of
Life and Love (TRANSLATION:
Big Orgy)."
An epidemic of "Zap Fever"
has infected the entire F-M tricollege area, penetrating every
one from freaks and heads to
Greeks and Vets. One rumor
spread around MSC has it that
the Vets Club is trying to mobi
lize enough students to charter a
bus. Another rumor is that for
mer Boy Scouts, now in college,
are planning a canoe trip up the
creek. It is also rumored that
these ex-Scouts will be garbed
in full Arikara Indian dress.
"I heard the Grim Reapers are
riding in formation through North
Dakota and will arrive at Zap at
7:00 in the morning," one stu
dent, sitting in the snack bar,
was heard to say.
The Grim Reapers are a local
motorcycle club.
This reporter listened as two
elderly gentlemen discussed Zap
in the Bison Cafe in Fargo.

nament, a drinking contest pit
ting UND againstNDSU, and tours
of the neighboring communities
of Golden Valley and Buelah. At
8 p.m. Saturday, the Outcasts, a
Minot rock band, will perform at
|the Zap Dance Hall.
Many students agree that spon
taneous events are bound to
occur.
One MSC student planning the
Zap Trek said, "I'd just like to
take my girl for a walk up the
creek, breathe the fresh Da
kota air and sit along the banks
for a coupla hours. You know.
Just relax."
There was a smile on his face
and a slight twinkle in his eye.
One yellow flyer that has cir
culated the campus bills Zap as
the "Fort Lauderdale of the

Professional
Directory

Perfect
symbol of love

Dr. Harlan H. Geiger
Optometrist • Contact lenses
515 1st Ave. N. Fargo, N. Dak.
235-1292

Dr. Lloyd C. Carlson
Dr. GayIan B. Larson
Optometrists
Contact Lenses
y02 Center Ave. Dial 233-1624

Open evenings
by appointment

bimmoih.
610 Main Ave.
Fargo, N. Dak.

ATTENTION:

Dr. Melicher
Optometrist
L.B.
Contact Lenses
1st Ave. & Roberts St. - Fargo
Phone 232-8353

GRADUATING
STUDENTS
POST-GRAD
STUDENTS
1st YEAR
INSTRUCTORS

I am pleased to inform you
that you may apply for
Special Yearly Term Insurance
(renewable to age 75) at
EXTREMELY LOW RATES

"I was there once. My sister
used to live in Hazen, whichain't
far from Zap....Damn it. It's a
nice little town. Something like

Student Senate
Backs Censorship

Argusville, where I'm from, and
all them kids comin' — my God!
There's no tellin' what they'll
do. Lot of 'em are communists,
ya know — and ya can't tell
what's gonna happen," one said.
"Bullshit, they're just kids
wanting a good time. Sure they
gotta lot of crazy notions. But
didn't you when you were young?
I think I'd kinda like to go to Zap
myself."
Whatever happens in Zap, one
thing is certain: it will never be
the same again. Some people
think that the May 10 idea is an
excellent opportunity for the
community. A yearly student ga
thering would boost its economy
and give Zap (as it has already)
fame that it never has had before.
"Who knows what the future of
Zap will be? The Zap Film Fes
tival. The Zap Red, White and
Blue Holiday on July 4 ....Any
way, the possibilities are end
less — and of course, so will be
tuc fun on May Tenth."

issue. Vice-President Kim Gid- examples of questionable words
dings asked Dr. Glasrud what he i n publications. Dr. Glasrud's
specifically felt was wrong with parting statement called for the
the two articles. Dr. Glasrud Student Senate to use "common
stated that he was using plain horse sense" in dealing with
common sense because he thought "Convivio". A motion was
"Convivio" would hurt the col brought up to support Dr. Glaslege reputation and also it may rud's action of censoring the
hurt them financially.
articles in "Convivio". The mo
tion was passed by a vote of 10
Questions directed at the sen
to 6.
ate and Dr. Glasrud included one
A new General Arts Senator
by Jerome Clark, Associate Edi
was elected at the Monday mee
tor of the Mistic. Clark asked
ting. The new senator is Miss
if suppression of free expres
Terry Brown, a sophomore ma
sion is part of the educational
joring in English. Miss Brown
process in this academic com was elected on the second ballot
munity. The question went un by beating out three other can
answered because of a failure to didates. Miss Brown is filling
come up with a definition of free
the seat vacated by Mr. Dave
expression.
Brawthen.
Also at the Monday meeting a
Vice-President Giddings stated
that "Convivio" would not be read new Student Conduct Committee
widely outside of this commu member was elected. The new
nity. He also gave examples of member is Miss Kathy Giger, a
junior from Moorhead. At 11:00
other magazines which use the
the senate meeting was ad
same questionable words. He
journed.
gave the Bible as one of these

will accelerate inflation and be a
tragic waste of tax dollars.
6) It is further evidence of the
takeover of our national priori
ties by the powerful combination
of the military and industrial
facets of the United States.

doubts as to whether the program would work," said Brown,
"but also the system can be
countered easily."
He noted that a successful
attack on the radar base would
render the "2 billion a year"
program sightless and ineffec
tive.
"This is not the only strate
gic flaw," he said. "A foreign
power can merely deploy as many
more missiles as we have ABM's
— at one-third the cost — and we
are back where we started, ex=
cept $10, $20, or $40 billion
poorer.
A delegation will be organized
to go to Washington, D.C. to peti
tion Sen. Milton Young and Cong.
Mark Andrews and Thomas Keppe

Citizens Attack ABM

During his speech Cong. Brown
charged, "We have spent 10 bil
lion for 63 different missile de
fense systems without increasing
American security and the pro
posed Anti-Ballistic Missile Sys
tem is a Continuation of that
waste."
The proposed ABM system
would set up sites inNorthDakota
and Montana which rely upon a
radar site in Alaska.
"Not only are there serious

OUR GRATEFUL THANKS
TO THE MOORHEAD STATE STUDENTS
A/HO HELPED DURING THE
FLOOD EMERGENCY
THE FARGO
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION CENTER

take

.•fore the ABM appropriation
vote. North Dakota's Congres
sional Delegation has been re
quested on s everal occasions
to discuss the ABM issue pub
licly with their constituents, but
they have shown no interest thus
far in participatory democracy
on this issue. The anti-ABM
group has stated, "If we can't
bring Mohammed to the moun
tain, we will bring the mountain
to Mohammed, or to put it more
accurately, if we can't bring our
Congressional Delegation to the
people, then we'llbring the people
to the Congressional Delega
tion."

Ml I itarism
from pg. I
a Poetry Read-In. The center is
attempting to bring in Robert
Bly, National Book Award win
ner and one of America's most
famous poets.
SDS members will be avail
able Friday afternoon from 3-6
p.m. in the Student Senate cham
bers to discuss, on a one-to-one
basis, the ideas raised during the
week.
Throughout the week, SDS will
provide literature explaining its
position.

DIAMOND RINGS

4 flash pictures
without changing
• bulbs

INSURED &
REGISTERED

Example:

Male, age 23, 8100,000.00
(one hundred thousand dollars)
Annual Premium $275.00, or
Monthly Premium $24.50
Accidental Death Benefit and Disability
Waiver of Premium optional at 89.00 per month

ENROLLMENT PERIOD MAY 1-24
For information call or write
C.L. (Les) Wagner
1419 20th Avenue South
Moorhead, Minnesota Phone 236-1112

BUDGET TERMS

NEUBARTH'S

Underwritten by:

CROWN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

The City Hall
The

in MOORHEAD

EST 1900

Toronto
A $6 Billion Company

Is Just

Street"

631 NP Ave.

235-6651
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Dragons Down
Saddled with five consecutive Berg and Grenell as starters
Northern Intercollegiate Confe this week, with senior Duane
rence baseball defeats, Moor Ramstad (Halstad) also expected
head State College attempts to to start.
improve its NIC re cord this week
The restofthe lineup will likely
with a three-game series atMan- remain the same with Duane
kato State College beginning today Skavdahl, Halstad, expected to
with a single contest. Prospects, catch, Jim Hurley, Canandaigua,
however, are not bright.
N.Y., at first, Ron Digre, Madi
'Kato currently owns a 4-2 son, at second, Bob Warn, Fer
league record after successive gus Falls, at shortstop, Wayne
series with two of the league's Chuchmuch, Ontario, Canada, at
more powerful entries, Winona third and Jim Ahlfors, Alexan
State and St. Cloud State. Man- dria, Berg and Steve Nelson, of
kato, a pre-season favorite, dis Wadena in the outfield.
played lusty hitting in a doubleM-State, now 6-11 for the sea
header sweep over St. Cloud
son, dropped to 1-5 in NIC play
State last Saturday.
For the Dragons, biggest con with 9-8, 6-3 and 7-5 losses to
cern now rests with the pitch UMM last week. Two of the three
ing staff. Only Mike Berg, Wah- contests went extra innings. One
peton, N.D., was able to go the bright note, however, was the hit
route in last weekend's series ting of Warn who collected eight
loss to the University of Minne hits during the week, including
sota-Morris. Starters Brian three in a 6-5 mid-week victory
Grenell of Fergus Falls and over Concordia. Leading MSC
Mark Untiedt, Edina, turned in hitters include Skavdahl (.364),
lackluster performances over the Nelson (.329) and Berg (.328).
Berg leads M-State in hits (21),
weekend and left early.
Dragon coach Bill Thomas, home runs (5), RBI's (13) and
however, will likely stick with total bases (39).

Thinclads
Dick Kimball gave the Dragon
thinclads the boost they needed
Tuesday to outdistance NDSU in
a two-way race for the Sioux
Quadrangular Championship.
Kimball captured firsts in the 440
and 880 and anchored MS's win
ning mile relay team to give the
margin of victory. Larron Swanson added two more firsts to the
Moorhead tally with wins in the
shot put and discus. The only
other Moorhead title came in the
high jump where Ken Nygard
edged teammate Sam Johnson.
MSC counted 71 1/2 points to
NDSU's 62 1/2.

Spring football drills began at
Moorhead State College Tuesday,
April 29.
M-State is allowed 15 practice
sessions during the spring drills,
closing with the Alumni-Varsity
contest Friday, May 23.

Hooks 'N Slices
After a strong showing in the
annual Cobber-Dragon Invita
tional golf meet last weekend,
Moorhead State College hopes
to extend its continued improve
ment in weekend matches this
week.
Today, the Dragons will enter
the North Dakota State University
Invitational Meet at Detroit
Lakes. On Saturday, May 3,
Moorhead will compete in the
University of Minnesota-Morris
Invitational at Fergus F a l l s ,
Minn.
Dragon coaches Dr.T.E.Smith
and Orlow Nokken are undecided
about the Dragon entrants, al
though freshman Jim Bergeson,
uarnesville, has earned a spot
after a fine 77 last weekend. Qua
lifying rounds this week will de
termine the balance of theDragon
contestants.
Moorhead State was fourth last
weekend in a field of 10, posting

a cumulative score of 396. The
University of North Dakota, 390;
Bemidji State College, 391; and
NDSU, 392, placed ahead of the
Dragons.
In addition to Bergeson's 77,
other Dragon scores included a
79 by Tim Solien, Moorhead,
and 80's by Dave Flick, West
Fargo, Ron Larson, Montevideo
and A1 Bergan, Roseau.

THE MISTIC
NEEDS
SPORTS WRITERS -

One other thing we fail to realize is that if we let hatred in our
hearts for one group of people continue to fester, soon we will
find that we hate our own. Hatred is blind, it has no respect of
persons.
And if we allow ourselves to become a victim of the
drug HATE, the results are dehumanizing.
In order to reach toward perfection, one must overcome certain
temptations.
The temptations to hate, to despair, and to doubt.
The temptation to hate blocks the reddawn,the temptation to despair (
darkens the noonday sun, and the temptation to doubt spoils the
twilight. We must realize that only if we cannot let these tempta
tions get in our way will we make this advancement into another
degree of intellectual being. (The state of intellectual being used
in my particular terminology means the state of highly civilized
and highly humane man — necessary so that the true nature of
God can be expressed through him as His vessel.) Thus and only
thus can we relate to one another as human beings.
Quilla Turner

New York
Spring Festival

Dylan
Con't. from pg. 6

On April 24-26, three Moor
head State students attended the
Twelfth Annual New York Uni
versity Spring Festival. Approx
imately 45 schools were regis~
tered, representing all regions of
the United States.
Virginia Wheeler and Karl
Schoeler were entered inswitch°
sides debate. They compiled a re
cord of two wins and three los
ses. In addition Paul Brue and
Virginia Wheeler entered the
Persuasive Speaking event. Vir
ginia distinguished herself with a
speech on drug usage. Sheplaced
third in the entire group of spea
kers and was awarded a plaque.

tastic line, and its meaning should
be fairly obvious.
Dylan is
saying that someone else is wel
come to come along and replace
him as the bard of the New Or
der.
The "poor boy on the
street" is the outcastfolksinger,
broke, alone and undoubtedly at
least 900 miles from home, the
Woody Guthrie figure that Dylan
once imagined himself to be.
("Poor Boy," incidentally, was a
favorite song of Woody's.)
But, regardless, Dylan has |
made his peace, and now, quiet,
resigned and in some peculiar
fashion contented, he watches
shadows fall as the long, dark,
never-ending night arrives.
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what to do next?
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PHONE 233-1553
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You've looked at all the old "pat" answers and none of them
are "you.'' But the question is: Where do you go from here?"
CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE offers a solution... preparation
for a computer industry career.
What's happening today is the computer industry. There are
more programming jobs today than there are programmers.
Five years from now there will be even more unfilled program
ming jobs. The opportunities and careers are really there-for
creative, motivated men anc women, if they acquire the skills.
Weigh these facts! Many college graduates and under
graduates without prior computer knowledge have success
fully completed the CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE six-month
programming courses. These, graduates are now employed
by over 200 different companies who come to our INSTITUTE
PLACEMENT OFFICE seeking trained programmers. Pro
grammers trained in the latest developments with extensive
time spent operating and programming CONTROL DATA and
IBM computer systems.
CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE is an educational division of
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION, builder of fhe world s most
powerful computers. We can teach you as only a computer
manufacturer can.
FOR COMPLETE COURSE INFORMATION MAIL THIS COUPON

CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE

BJJILJ.I,]|,UJ|

CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE HtADOUAR I ERS
8)00 34th Avenue South
Minneapolis. Minnesota b3440
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C O R P O R A T I O N

Please serid me complete information on computer ca'eers. and the courses you offer
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288 Broadway, Fargo - Brookdale Plaza, Moorhead
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